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INTRODUCTION
Morgan “Thunderclap” Jones toured in the 1950's playing
his own dazzling piano arrangements (fast boogie and
showpieces). He carried on playing to entertain in the 60's,
70’s and 80’s together with running his music business in "Tin
Pan Ally" (Denmark Street, London) where he was well
known. Then, it was the home of music production and
publishing, but sadly now long gone.
I met him in 1986 where I was one of the regulars at “The
Queens” pub Crouch End where he played practically as
resident pianist from 1986 up to his death in 1988. Once heard
you could not forget the speed, power, accuracy, variety,
lightness of touch, and pianistic mastery that he brought to
this North London pub in the late 80's. Although he was a
brilliant pianist and a talented songwriter, he is practically
unknown apart from the few who knew him or heard him
play.
I dedicated a website to him and over the years I have been
able to increase the content by acquiring memorabilia, photos
and articles. Eventually I realised that I had enough
information to write a biography.
Amazingly this information came from a variety of sources
including people who had their own story to tell about
Morgan, contacting me as a result of both the website and
performances I put on You Tube. Many thanks for this feed
back. In particular I am grateful to John Bean for the essential
“Background Detail of Thunderclap Jones”, Georgina Harding
5

for Morgan’s unpublished original scores, and John Allison
for filling in details of when they worked together over a
number of years and insight into the working of the music
business of the time.
For all his musical talent Morgan never became famous like
for example Winifred Atwell, Russ Conway or Joe Henderson
and after 3 solo discs he made for Oriole Records in 1956 he
never produced a solo record again. His music took a different
direction forming a successful song writing partnership and
then a music arrangement and services business.
Although he was happy on the big stage he was never
happier than when performing to a small audience, for
example in a pub or club. He did the rounds of many such
places and loved to communicate by playing requests, brilliant
showstoppers and classics. Since initiating my website
dedicated to Morgan some years ago I have collected
everything I could find on line and practically nothing new
now comes up. My task is complete and all relevant stuff is
contained here.
I hope this short book will ensure he is not forgotten and is
a tribute to the pleasure and entertainment he brought to
many people.
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The Queens pub, Crouch End, North London where Morgan
gave his last performances
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“Thunderclap Jones” in his mid-twenties
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1930-1957
THE EARLY YEARS
Background, touring, performing, radio and
TV debuts
Self taught in music
Douglas Morgan Jones was originally from Capel Isaf,
Llanelli, Wales and born in 1930. At the age of 11 he taught
himself piano. He had found a battered old self-tutor in the
piano stool at his school and made quick progress to master
the instrument. One day he listened to his uncle playing
Beethoven's piano sonata in D major and from that day he
devoted all his attention to classical music. He worked hard
and all his spare time was spent in the local library reading
orchestrations, harmony, counterpoint and the rudiments of
music. He made rapid progress and at the age of 12 he wrote a
piano Concerto in C minor. At 16 he won The International
Eisteddfod of Wales for piano playing’
Became a teacher
He then studied teaching at Trinity College Carmarthen for
2 years (now part of the University of Wales) and went on to
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become a school teacher at his old school, The Godolphin and
The Grove school specialising in mathematics, physics and
music. He also taught at The Grove School in Slough.
National Service and return to work
He then did a spell of national service and joined the RASC
(The Royal Army Service Corps) but was later transferred to
the Royal Scots, at the time the oldest regiment in the British
army. In the army his piano playing attracted attention. He
was asked to play a Chopin recital before the Princess Royal,
Princess Mary, Duchess of Harewood (The Queen's aunt). He
joined the Regimental Band and toured Denmark with them
where he appeared before the Danish Royal family.
After his demob, he returned to teaching at his old school
in Slough as a music teacher. There, he introduced a new
method of musical appreciation, which enabled 8 year olds to
understand classical music and enjoy it. But the strain of
teaching large classes was too much for him and he resigned.
Undecided which career to follow and short of money he
took a job on the railways as a labourer. He had to give it up
after one month as badly bruised hands were damaging his
piano playing. He said at the time that he was paid more as a
labourer than as a teacher!
He then entered show business by answering and ad. in a
music newspaper joining Les Thorpe's Orchestra in the Beach
Pavilion Aberdeen as pianist where he stayed for 2 1/2 years
until moving to London in 1956.
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Entertaining railway workers in 1953.
(Picture courtesy of the V&A.)

Performance debut and "discovery"
The year 1956 was to be a turning point but he did not find it
easy to break into Tin Pan Alley to satisfy his dream as a
composer. Music publishers at the time were not interested in
the efforts of unknown songwriters. The following extract is
from a promotional flyer late that year and covers his breakthrough into show business and rapid progress from rejection
as a songwriter to making records, appearing in variety
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performances, and radio and TV debuts. It is amusingly
written and anecdotal with some exaggeration!
“Hailed by Jack Payne as "The_record discovery of the
year", 26 year old Thunderclap Jones will put all of his 17 1/2
stone of weight into proving that he is The World's Top Pop
Pianist.
The speed of his first record "Hurricane Boogie" astonished
and delighted the National Press record critics. His second
record, just released, called "Sound Barrier Boogie" is played
at TWICE the speed, and is believed to be the fastest piece of
piano playing ever recorded!
When he made his variety debut at Dudley Hippodrome
(1956)“Melody Maker” hailed him as “The greatest pianistic
discovery since Winifred Atwell". He now stars in Variety in
a record show that will visit every No.1 Variety Theatre in the
United Kingdom.
His stage act is sensational to see and hear. His fingers
move quicker than sound. Sometimes he jumps on the piano
and plays upside down. Sometimes he plays with his feet. His
ecstatic groans and facial contortions are at some times
frightening. When he is clowning he looks the image of
Grahame Moffat1 in the old Will Hay films, but when he
thunders to his climax he is the image of Charles Laughton in
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame“. His eating technique
brings Billy Bunter to life - Half a dozen fried eggs with bread
and butter is his idea of a snack!
Henry Hall dubbed him "The Wild Welshman of the
Ivories“, but music publisher Bill Phillips had a more
1

Appeared in Will Hay films in 1930’s and had a similar appearance to
Morgan
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expressive description when he saw his Grand Piano collapse
under Thunderclap's onslaught.
At 26 he is churning out concertos. The latest looks
rather like an architects drawing of The Forth Bridge. It is
called "London Concerto", and it is Thunderc1ap's great
ambition to play it at The Festival Hall in London and
Carnegie Hall in New York.
But although Morgan Jones the composer has now had
two of his compositions recorded ("Hurricane Boogie" and
“Sound Barrier Boogie"), he didn't find it easy to break into
Tin Pan Alley. Music publishers are not in the least bit
interested in the efforts of unknown songwriters. Indeed it
was thanks to this attitude of the publishers that he got his
chance of stardom.
For the past two and a half years Morgan had been
pianist with The Les Thorpe Orchestra at The Beach
Ballroom, Aberdeen. In his spare time he wrote over 2,000
popular tunes2 and 20 concertos.3 At the beginning of
October (1955) last he came to London for a week's holiday.
Under his arm was a formidable pile of compositions. Armed
with these he made a determined onslaught on the music
publishers. But with equal determination they s slammed the
door on his face. By
The Thursday night Morgan was in deep despondency
And decided to drown his sorrow in a basement club in Tin
Pan Alley. There he met some songwriters and made the final

2

It is likely Morgan had a repertoire of 2000 popular tunes at his
fingertips rather than writing them!
3
I know of 3 possible “concertos”. An early work' lost,' "London
Concerto" and “Concertino Romantico". I have the scores.
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assault of his song-selling campaign. But they had enough
troubles of their own in selling songs
to be interested in his struggle. One of them diverted the
attack. "Look", he said, "See that morose character over there?
His name's Fraser White. He does publicity. Why not try
him? Fraser White was the publicist who sent "The Lanza
Cable"4 to Hollywood which started David Hughes’5 rocket
ride to stardom.
Fraser White was startled to have a pile of concertos
deposited on his lap, and hear a welsh voice boom out "I am
Morgan Jones. I am a David Hughes fan." But Fraser was no
more interested in Morgan's composing powers than the
songwriters, and he told him so. Undismayed Morgan
continued the attack. He informed Fraser that he could play
the piano, and play it well. Mainly in the interests of
"Anything for a quiet life" he agreed to give Morgan an
audition the next day.
Within a matter of minutes the
next day Fraser realised that he had a No.1 discovery on his
hands. He rushed Morgan round to a recording studio and
put his act on disc. As a result Morgan Jones was renamed
Thunderclap Jones and was promptly given a three year
contract by Oriole Records".
4

Wikipedia – Mario Lanza was referred to by some sources as the "new
Caruso" after his "instant success" in Hollywood films while MGM hoped
he would become the movie studio's "singing Clark Gable" for his good
looks and powerful voice.
5
WW2 "people's war BBC 15/10/2014 – David Huges - "Britain's Answer
to Mario Lanza", Apparently he was a very successful tenor and was a big
star of radio and television. He branched out into more serious music such
as opera and ballads and performed worldwide including our local Grand
Theatre and also La Scala Milan. He died in 1972 after a heart attack on
stage at The London Coliseum at the age of 47.
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Touring
He went on to tour many “Hippodromes” and “Empires”
with “Variety” artists such as Tommy Steele (November
1956), Mike and Bernie Winters, Jimmy Young and Tessie
O'Shea playing in his own style and arrangements but
particularly fast boogie. In May 1956 he performed at the
Metropolitan Theatre in London's Edgware Road with
performers including the Kaye Sisters, Pearl Carr and Teddy
Johnson. Also that year played at Alan Carr's New Vaudeville
Club, Charing Cross Road. This was still the time before
bands went on their own tours and it is remarkable to think
they were part of acts containing jugglers and comedians,
Radio debut
His radio debut was on “Henry Hall's Guest Night” 1956 and
this was reported in the Windsor Slough and Eaton Express
under the headline “Thunderclap Jones gets his chance”
“Former Teacher In Radio Spot”. It contains an interesting
account of plans for A BIG LONDON WELCOME!
Morgan had impressed London agents and music firms
with broadcasts on the Scottish media and his father said
“They are going to give him the full publicity treatment now
and groom him as a star”. Morgan was supposed to officially
“arrive” from Aberdeen at Kings Cross Station. Henry Hall's
producer was to be there to meet him and a grand piano was
to have been on the platform ready for him to demonstrate his
abilities. Large banners were to be slung across Charing Cross
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Road claiming, “Tin Pan Alley welcomes Morgan Jones”. But
the police refused permission saying that they wanted no
repeat of recent scenes which took place after singer Johnnie
Ray's appearance in London. To rehearse, he joined Bill Holly
and his orchestra at the Reindeer, Slough and gave a
demonstration on how to take a jacket off whilst still playing
something which became notorious in his live shows
removing jacket, bow tie, shoes and unbuttoning his shirt. To
add to the spectacle he weighed 17 ½ stone.
He continued to make a number of BBC radio appearances,
including “Keeping up with the Jones” and Midday Music
Hall. He was hailed by Jack Payne of BBC TV as "The record
discovery of the year". Henry Hall, the bandleader who played
regularly on BBC radio up to the early 1960's, described him
as “The Wild Welshman of the Ivories”! (keyboard or piano
we would say now of course).
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A page from the “London Concerto”. Described as “An
architects drawing of the Forth Bridge”.
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Opening page of “Concertino Romantico". Originally dated
June 1950 and planned as the 1st movement of a concerto
described as "A modern concerto which attempts to recapture
the spirit of the romantic period in music". This was crossed
out, left in one movement and given its title.
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A record contract
Progress into the music business was difficult and
competitive but his real ambition was to write and arrange
music. His performing days in the variety halls no doubt stood
him well for getting him into the song writing business from
1958.
Following the release of his 3 records for Oriole he was
renamed Thunderclap Jones (this is from the thunderclap that
starts Hurricane Boogie).
The band Thunderclap Newman formed in 1969 derived
their name from Morgan’s stage name. They named the band
the same as the nickname given to their piano player Andy
Newman. In an article in the Mojo magazine 2011 he is
quoted as saying he got the nickname, due to the way he
played, from Thunderclap Jones. Clearly they were unaware of
the real origin of Morgan’s stage name which was nothing to
do with the way he played but from his composition
Hurricane Boogie which as already mentioned starts with a
thunderclap.
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Letter to BBC confirming appearance on
“Off The Record” 27th Feb. 1956
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Morgan’s handwritten lead sheet for “Stumbling”. It is all he
would have used, memorising all his runs and variations
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2 Cuttings from his touring

Programme Floral Hall Scarborough mid 1950’s
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As part of the Tommy Steele’s tour November 1956
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1958 – 1965
A SUCCESSFUL SONG
WRITING DUO
Appears in Spike Milligan film, writes 40
singles produced on disc, and sheet music
published
By the end of the 1950's, Morgan moved on from performing
to song writing and formed a successful partnership with
librettist Bill Crompton publishing their first song “A Hoot
and a Holler” on the “Fontana” label in 1958 with Bill
Crompton on vocals. There is also a Danish version which at
least exists in sheet music and there is a very good version by
Don Lang and his Frantic Five.
Next year there followed an interesting song called “49 State
Rock” written jointly and performed by Nikki Pappas (Singer
and Guitarist). Released by Parlephone in 1959. The song
mentions all the US states at the time. He co-wrote with
Morgan a number of songs in the 50’s and early 60’s.
I spoke to Nikki on the phone in 2016 and he said he
regarded the B side (The Pitch and the Toss) a better song but
49 State Rock was chosen for it’s novelty value and it was quite
a feat to remember all the states and sing it. Nikki was a
24

regular visitor with Bill Crompton to Morgan’s apartment at
27 Denmark Street to discuss which song for him to record
For the next few years Morgan and Bill Crompton steadily
wrote singles for some well known performers. In 1960 The
Stranger (The Shadows) reached number 5 in the charts and
Dream Girl (Mark Wynter) came 4th in the Eurovision Song
Contest 1961. Also that year Morgan played dazzling piano on
the song "So What" (Jonny Kidd and the Pirates) which he cowrote with Bill Crompton. They wrote songs for many other
artists including Joe Brown, Dickie Valentine, The Fentones
and Winifred Atwell. “Spanish Armada" was co- written by
Morgan and John Porter in 1964, performed by the Les Reed
Combo and featured in Rank cinema intervals showing
adverts and news in the 60’s.
They went on writing songs mainly as a duo until 1965 and
I have found a total of 40 singles released on a variety of labels.
(Some of these were released on other labels too). A browse
through their published songs (See Discography of
Compositions) gives a good idea of what they were doing at a
time when the style of music was rapidly changing. I have
come across about 14 of their joint songs and those written by
Morgan with others published as sheet music.
It seems towards the mid 1960's they realised that songs
were giving way to groups and solo singers who wrote their
own material and sentimental lyrics were out date. No doubt
they both went their own way and Morgan concentrated on
his own business of arranging and performing demos of
other musician’s material and compositions for presenting to
music publishers.
25

A rare film "Spike Milligan Treasure Island WC2"
In 1961 they both featured in a short film called Spike
Milligan in Treasure Island WC2 where they are two aspiring
song writers trying to make the big time through tough song
publishers. It featured also a song called Treasure Island
specially written for the purpose and performed by Garry
Mills. Although the commentary is witty and comical, it does
give a good account of the difficult process of getting a song
from its first concept into vinyl
They go to see “Mr. Nesbit” the music publisher. When
asked, "Who are you?" They reply that they had written: House of Bamboo" (Words only by Bill Crompton - London
Records 45-HLA 8784 and recorded by Andy Williams in
1959), "A Hoot an' a Holler" (HMV 45-pop 649 in 1959 and
recorded by Don Lang and his Frantic Five in 1959), "Heart of
a Teenage Girl" (Top Rank International JAR340 and
recorded by Craig Douglas in 1960 reaching number 10 in the
charts)
They play the song and the publisher says, “I like it”. Both
the songwriters had been silent to this point and then Bill
Crompton replies, “It’s got a great catchy beat. The middle
part really swings. I think the kids will go for it…..” He replies,
“I still like it”.
The film goes on to show the song performed and recorded
in the studio and then to production as a vinyl record.
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A promotional
from the 1960’s
Bill picture
Crompton
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Bill Crompton
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Nikki Papas
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1966 – 1984
"DEMO" BUSINESS
Services for aspiring musicians
The 1970’s
In the late 1960's Morgan formed his own arrangement and
music services business. He preferred the songs to be
submitted to him in both manuscript form and with an
accompanying tape but he would write a lead sheet if there
was no manuscript. Two services were offered. A Duosound
where the song would be performed by a professional singer
with a piano or guitar accompaniment or a Groupsound
performed by a vocalist, vocal group and instrumentalists.
In each case a demonstration disc and a master tape would
be produced. From 1969 through the early 1970's one of the
recording singers he worked with was John Allison of “The
Allisons” who came 2nd in Eurovision 1961 and had a No 1
hit with the same song “Are You Sure?” So he was able to
produce another service "The Allison Sound" with the line up
of John Allison (vocal) guitar and piano.
Towards the 1980’s
By the end of the 1970's the music business had moved on
rapidly and more sophistication was needed in producing
30

master demos. Morgan now offered a sixteen track service
with a basic line-up of 1 lead male vocal, a male vocal group of
2, lead guitar, rhythm guitar, bass guitar, drums and piano.
Extras he could add are extra voices including a female voice,
extra guitar, an electric piano and a string synthesiser. Quite a
long way from his original trio set up. Gone were publicists
and publishers, replaced with record companies.
The multi tracks were produced on reel-to-reel recorders
and as each track was effectively individually recorded allowed
great flexibility in recording and producing the “sound”.
However the digital age of sound recording was just around
the corner and from the 1980's revolutionized sound
recording and distribution giving rise to the "Sound engineer".
Copies of the service details were kindly given to me by
John Allison and give a good idea how the service progressed
to something quite advanced. It is not surprising however that
Morgan quit as sound organised and reproduced by computer
took over much of the art of mixing the sound by ear.
How many of us ditched our cassettes and LP’s to replace
them with CD’s. Such was the persuasive power of the new
digital age that was to follow. Ironically we now see that vinyl
and the cassette are making a sort of come back as “analogue”
becomes fashionable. Listen to records from the 50’s to the
70’s to see just how good were the pre-digital recording skills
and the machines that were used to record the sound.
Morgan continued his music business up to 1984 but was
forced to give up "through business pressures".
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Extract of service details from 1970
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Extract of service details from 1970 (cont’d)

The Allisons 1962
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Extract of “The Allison Sound” 1970
34

Service details from 1979
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1966 – 1985
"PERFORMING
Playing in the East End and prestigious West
End bars and clubs
Morgan enjoyed playing, particularly in pubs and he was
usually playing somewhere as well as running his other
business. From 1956, until he moved out in 1985, he lived at
27 Denmark Street above a guitar shop. Convenient for some
local piano playing in the West End, appearing at the
Palladium, Hilton, Pizza Express, Ronnie Scott's and the
Cockney Pride
Here are some recollections of people who knew him.
Peter Davies the assistant manager of the Cockney Pride
1976/7 remembers Morgan as follows: “He was resident at the Cockney Pride in Piccadilly Circus in
1976 /1977. He played downstairs in the bar that also had an
entry/exit to Jermyn Street. It was called the U-Bar, and
during that time it also hosted parties for such as the Rolling
Stones. There were 4 bars in the Cockney, the U-Bar was
nearly the size of all the others put together. At first his
audience was made up of tourists mostly, but after a while
there was a regular following every night. It was the period of
great popularity for such music as Scott Joplin, so
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Thunderclap had a double edged sword of brilliant Jazz and
magnificent singalongs of standards like “My Old Man said
follow the Van” and “Roaming in the Glommin” etc.
On occasions there would be a lock in when other
musicians who were playing in West End Theatres would
rush down to the Cockney to listen to Thunderclap; on one
occasion some guys who were appearing at Ronnie Scott's
called before they went on stage themselves and couldn't
understand why a pianist of such great talent was appearing
in a pub. It was simply that he enjoyed it; he had a large
audience from all over the World eating out of his hand every
night. Oh, and he had free pints.”

In a review of the pub it notes that at that time 12 bombs
went off in the Soho area. They kept pulling pints and Morgan
carried on playing. Beer was 29p a pint!
Patrick O’Connor knew Morgan throughout the 1970's and
early 1980's and says he played regularly at the St James
Tavern on the corner of Great Windmill Street and Denman
St. At that time one of his favourite places was a late night
Greek Restaurant called Lucas in St Giles High Street close to
his flat in Denmark Street where he would hang out in the
early hours, a popular place for a meal and a drink. From
time to time he went to EMI Publishing in Charing Cross
Road presumably to collect his royalties.
In the late 1950s he played at The Bridge House in Canning
Town.
In 1980 Morgan made some records with the actress
Jaqui Watkin. One of the songs called “You’ve got to be
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Loved” lead her to having a spot on Grenada TV’s
“Songbook”, a children’s programme.
When Morgan moved out of his rooms in 27 Denmark
Street in 1985, which had been his home for 29 years, it was
also the end of his music business. He reappeared in 1986
renting a flat in the Queens pub, Crouch End, North London.
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1986-1988
FINAL YEARS AS
RESIDENT PIANIST AT
THE QUEENS PUB
CROUCH END
Performs at The Palladium and Hackney
Empire, moves to Stoke Newington
On New Year 1986 we were introduced to Morgan by his
friend and fellow musician (Hammond organ player) Fred
Gillard (The Bolton Wanderer). The Queens attracted a
variety of different piano players at the time ranging from
boogie to jazz and pub style or anyone who just wanted to get
up and give it a bash. For some reason there was a lull in
performances and Fred said, “You actually have a fine player
living upstairs”. Fred told me that Morgan was one of the last
to leave “Tin Pan Alley” and was still working when the
bulldozers and developers moved in.
At his debut in the Queens he played his arrangement of
“Maple Leaf Rag” and had a standing ovation. From then on
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he went on to play regular Friday nightspots and later also
Sunday's.
The Queens was also a chess pub and Morgan had the
occasional game. Both him and Fred were good players; the
latter is remembered for his deadly Schliemann attack!
(1.e4 - e5, 2.Nf3 - Nc6, 3.Bb5 - f5).
Morgan's usual tipple before playing was a large glass of
medium sherry and his frequent opener was "The Lady is a
Tramp". His repertoire was vast including film themes, old
time, sing alongs, cafe style, boogies and show stoppers like
Zorba the Greek as well as classics. Unfortunately the piano
would not play many of his classical pieces which I have heard
him play including “The Rustle of Spring”, Liszt's Hungarian
Rhapsody no.2, and the Fantasy Impromptu by Chopin.
When asked to play the “Minute Waltz” he replied that the
piano won't play it, as some notes won't move. Generally he
allowed his own arrangements to entertain without other
props or antics and built up great tension in pieces like “Hava
Nagila”. An exception is his vocal version of “Great Balls of
Fire” including throwing two red balls up into the air at the
climatic point “Goodness gracious great balls of fire”!
A great social atmosphere
The Queens had a great social atmosphere at the time and
his playing fitted in nicely with the many other events such as
chess, dominos, cribbage and darts. Some of us went sailing
and played the odd friendly cricket match. All from meeting
each other in the pub.
40

Picture: Brian Price
The Queens in the 1980’s showing the excellent
Victorian plasterwork and mahogany bar
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Also the piano attracted many players and any one could
bash out a tune. One of those was Fred Gillard (The "Bolton
Wanderer") pictured here at his Hammond organ. A good
friend of Morgan, and responsible for getting him a flat
above the pub, he entertained at the Queens in the mid 80's
and was just one of the many keyboard players who turned
up to play throughout the 70's and 80's.

Pictured here is The Queens chess club 1985. Morgan enjoyed
games of chess with us many times. Left to right Jacek
Piatowski, Fred Gillard, Brian Price, Abdi, Robin Sabey, Roger
Hayman.
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Fred Gillard at his organ in The Queens about 1986
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Playing at other venues
In 1986 Morgan was to play at Sam's bar in Tottenham High
Road. I went down there with him but he was very
unimpressed with the piano, a full sized grand but with a
spent action and nothing came of it. When Morgan had his
Demo business in the 1970’s he worked with the fine
Welsh/Italian tenor John Evans (Stage name John Cortez) and
together they produced an album “John Cortez Sings”. I
remember a copy used to exist in Hornsey library.
John produced 2 shows in this period both with a
significant role for Morgan.
The first was at the Hackney Empire in 1987 (See poster)
and was reasonably successful. Ruby Murray gave me a signed
promotional flyer. She was a big star in the 1950’s and is best
remembered for her no.1 hit in 1955 “Softly Softly”.
The second was at the London Palladium and most of those
who showed up were John's friends and associates and he
spoke to them from the stage, more like at a home soiree than
a variety performance, To our disappointment he did not
perform his big number Nessun Dorma as he did not feel well
enough. He relied on Morgan to play a piano version.
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What the local paper said about his playing at the “Queens”
The following article appeared in the Hornsey Journal Friday
May 23rd 1986 following an interview with the deputy editor
Kevin Kavanagh. He was a great fan and waxes
enthusiastically about Morgan’s playing and his future.

JUST SUPPOSING that Liberace had quietly retired
to an upstairs flat in Crouch End for two years. His
identity was unknown but when he occasionally
played, people said, "He's a wizard. Who is he?"
Equally astounding Thunderderclap Jones, a big, big
star of the sixties and seventies has been living
unobtrusively in our midst. Now he is relaunching his
career at Sam's Bar in Tottenham
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Best Sellers
Morgan Jones, born in Llanelly, South Wales, now 57, is
not only a virtuoso popular pianist - worthy of
being being ranked with Charlie Kunz, Winifred Atwell,
Semprini or Russ Conway - he is a hit song writer and
recording artist. He wrote the million record seller “The
Stranger'' for the Shadows, Craig Douglas' hit “Heart of a
Teenage Girl” and Mark Wynter's first hit, "Dream Girl."
He also wrote music for Winifred Atwell.
He is a truly astonishing pianist. As a friend said, "Every
tune he plays he is a show stopper!” He got the name
'Thunderclap' after recording his own "Hurricane Boogie"
for Oriole Records a piece which opens with a deafening
thunderstorm. It was a radio hit in the UK and went into the
USA charts.

Relaunch
While he can turn on all the fireworks in boogies, Rags,
and Rock and Roll, he has a dazzling warm, flowing
romanticism in the thousands of melodies he can produce·
Concerto-like numbers such as "The Glass Mountain"
glister beautifully. The smart Sam's Bar in Tottenham High
Road (in which Samantha Fox has a business interest)
where he will play on the grand piano provided, looks to
him ideal” This is a most important venue from which to
relaunch," he says. His name and talent over the years
brought him into contact with many celebrities.
"Muhammad Ali liked what I did and wanted me to go to
the States. He wanted me to meet Fats Domino." He still
has Muhammad’s personal phone number. In the Seventies,
Morgan appeared with singer Tony Bennett who
congratulated him on his playing.
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Music prize
In 1977 alone, he gave 500 performances in the West End.
He played at the Hilton, Ronnie Scotts, the Pizza Express
and the Cockney Pride (he knows all the Cockney tunes
too). Recording offers flowed in, he appeared in a benefit
concert for boxer Joe Erskine put on by Ali and made
four TV appearances. Thames at Six featured him in a
piano duel with Thunderclap Newman and three years ago
he was a standing vocalist playing the piano at the same
time on London Weekend TV.
He taught himself piano at the age of 11, and went on to
read the entire Doctor of Music Course. At 15, the young
prodigy won a music composition prize at the Eisteddfod.
In 1946 he wrote a piano concerto which Steve Race
said could be passed off as hither to, undiscovered
Rachmaninov." He gave his first broadcast in1948·

Recharged
But it has not been rosy all the way. "Sometimes I have
found myself obstructed by the music business. Russ
Conway wanted to record my 'Seawinds'. He was at the
height of his fame. But the company said 'No' and they
shelved it. "Publishers often want to show they are greater
than the composers, so they put you down." He is amazed
by it. They need their ego trip. Through business pressures
I had to give up my West End office two years ago. I had a
rest, and recharged my batteries. I think I'm playing better
than ever His tunes are stunningly well played, Zorba - full
of exciting Chicago, and numerous melodies before a
climatic Tiger Rag (with elbow ).
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A meeting with Bill Crompton
I met Morgan’s former song writing partner Bill Crompton
only once when he visited the Queens. I joined them both for
a Chinese at "Charlie's" (The Happy House) next door to the
Queens. A restaurant regularly used by the Queens-goers on
Fridays, where endless rounds of Irish coffees only ended
when the cream ran out. He told me that he had written a
show that would be as great as "Oliver" if he could get a
backer.
Morgan moves out of the Queens
Eventually Morgan moved out of the Queens flat to a flat in
Stoke Newington. It was comfortable and the landlady was
good to him. He died their shortly afterwards on 24th
February 1988.The cremation was in Henley-on-Thames near
where his sister lived and many of his past friends and
associates were there. Myself and Salvatore Vitrano attended
from the Queens.
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UNPUBLISHED SCORES
About 100 works, A piano concerto, A piece
for full orchestra, songs, solo piano pieces, a
boogie, and instrumentals
Of the scores that I have6, they consist of songs, piano pieces
and works for instrumental groups including two pieces for
piano and full orchestra7 and one for full orchestra8. There are
a few hand written published songs such as “So what" and "See
you Friday". Also there are what he called “Melodic scrap
books" containing over a 1000 themes with titles. I assume
that these would have been used to supplement his main core
pieces that he would play in his solo performances.
They are all completed works, some with just the chord
instructions rather than the fully written part.
In theses scores there is some excellent music with the
composer’s original characteristic style of arrangement.
Pieces that I have transcribed and recorded digitally can be
found on my tribute website9. I hope to add to these in time.
I found one piece in hand written score that I did not know
had been recorded, It is called “The Salzburg Exchange Polka"
for solo telephone and Orchestra and is on YouTube!
6

Mostly supplied by Georgina Harding
“Concerto Romantico" and "Midnight Nocturne"
8
“Mount of Olives”
9
www.thunderclapjones.co.uk/recordings.html.
7
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Concerto Romantico
This needs a special mention as is by far the longest and
most ambitious of the scores. It is complete in that Morgan
writes “fine” at the end. It is 55 pages of 14 staves (2 piano, 5
strings, 4 woodwind, 2 brass and a timpani) and 326 bars.
It was originally titled “A Romantic Concerto" subtitled "A
romantic concerto which attempts to recapture the spirit of
the romantic period in music”. It was to be a first movement
“Allegro appassionata”. He did not proceed with any more
movements and gave it the title Concerto Romantico. The
piano writing is spectacular and very difficult. I hope to
complete transferring it to music software for electronic
performance and put it on my website.
Songs
There are about 60 unpublished songs usually co-written,
with different persons as well as with his song-writing partner
Bill Crompton and almost all have a “love” theme. These are
the ones that did not make it. These are likely to be the
product of persons presenting their music to be knocked into
shape if it had promise. The songs are well steeped in
sentimental notions of the day. Love lost, regained, seeking,
destroyed and betrayed. All of these are there.
Solo piano
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The solo piano pieces consist of concert showpieces of
which there are 2 and a remaining 30 pieces.
The former are full of the bravura and tension that he was
able to create in his live performances with fast runs and
rhythmic accompaniment. In the London Concerto, after the
big romantic theme has been stated, it is a tour de force to the
end. In this genre there is “Spanish Rhapsody" which is
subtitled "A Concert Piece for Pianoforte". He clearly liked the
Latin form and I notice a number of his pieces are to be played
“with a bright Latin beat".
Of the 30 remaining pieces half were written by Morgan
(occasionally with Bill Crompton) and the remainder jointly
written with others. These fall into a further 4 modes of
composition.
i) Descriptive with titles such as: - “The Ghost Train”, "Man
Underground", “Bobsleigh", "Through Train" and Serenade of
the Mandolins”.
ii) Ballads with titles such as: - “Prelude to a Dream”, "Beach
Rhapsody" and "Summer in Sorrento"
iii) Short pieces with simple titles such as: - "Peanuts" (See
picture), "The Dinger", "Bullseye!", "Hustle - Bustle", "Penny”,
"Michelle" and “Honky Tonk Gonk”.
iv) Some may have been sketched on 2 staves intended for
instruments but playble as a piano version. For example
“Through Train” (see picture) may have been intended for
guitar group.
As mentioned earlier, following Morgan’s “discovery” as a
pianist in 1956 he was signed up by the record company
“Oriole” and they released three 78’s that year. Even though
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he wrote many pieces for solo piano he did not make any
more records as a stand alone performer. He did play some
solo piano in “So What” 10. The only solo piano peace to be
performed was Winifred Atwell playing “Snowbells”.11
Rock 68
There is one boogie piece call “Rock 68” (although it is not a
pure boogie as the bass figure does not run constantly
throughout). It is written in immaculate pencil script
containing the usual runs, tremoloes and semiquaver passages
as well as the boogie bass. He indicates the speed as 196
crotchet beats per minute or up to 13 notes per second. That is
very fast! About as fast as “Bumble Boogie". A feature of his
scores is that he shows all the keys names. This is sensible, as
the reader will get an idea of the harmonic shape and where
the piece is going. Definitely an aid to performance. (See
picture)
Instrumentals
There is one work written out complete for full orchestra
called “Mount of Olives” (See picture) in 20 parts including a
pedalled harp. It is to be played "Slowly with expression” and
is 92 bars long. Immaculately written in pencil. (See picture).

10

“So what” 1961 Jonny Kidd and the Pirates (Crompton and Jones HMV
45 POP 919)
11
"Snowbells" 1965 Winifred Atwell (Jones and Kent, Columbia 4-43472)
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The others are:“Concerto for Bass Guitar" is written in 2 melodic lines on 2
staves and the only other instruments indicated are strings.
“Drums of Navaho” is scored for guitars and drums.
“Lizzard in a Blizzard” is another piece for Guitar solo and
"Accompaniment". The instruments indicated suggest a small
jazz group including tenor sax, piano, rhythm and solo
guitars.

Morgan’s gold embossed conductor’s manuscript folder. He
had one of these for each section of the orchestra
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First page of “Rock 68”with immaculate pencil script.
The boogie bass appears at the bottom right.
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“Through Train”
Probably written for guitar group
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“Peanuts” Originally titled “Blue Bossonova”– an example of a
short “Popular” or “Novelty” Piece
58

Final bars of “Mount of Olives”
with all the instruments fortissimo.
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DISCOGRAPHY OF
COMPOSITIONS
These are songs that made it onto disc, I
have found 40 and nearly all are on
YouTube.











1956 "Hurricane Boogie", Thunderclap Jones (Morgan
Jones, Oriole CB 1320)
1956 "Sound Barrier Boogie", Thunderclap Jones
(Morgan Jones, Oriole CB 1328)
1958 "A Hoot an' a Holler", Bill Crompton (Crompton,
Jones and Carpenter, Fontana 45-H.152)
1958 "Popocatepl beetle", Bill Crompton (Crompton,
Jones and Ellis, Fontana 45-H.152)
1959 “The Salzburg Switchboard Polka, Will Glahe
Musette Orchstra (Crompton and Jones, Decca D
18981)
1959 "49 State Rock", Nikki Papas (Crompton, Jones
and Papas, Parlophone 45-R 4590)
1959 "A Hoot an' a Holler", Don Lang and his Frantic
Five (Crompton, Jones and Carpenter, HMV 45-POP
649)
1959 "See You Friday", Don Lang and his Frantic Five
(Crompton, Jones and Carpenter, HMV 45-POP 649)
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1960 “40-30-40”, Kenneth Earle (Arthurs, Crompton
and Jones, Decca 45-F 11205)
1960 "Geraldine", Terry Dene (Crompton, Jones and
Wallace, Prestige kPSPO180)
1960 "Hawk", Danny Rivers (Jones and Thomas, Top
Rank International JAR 408)
1960 "I Got", Danny Rivers (Crompton and Jones, Top
Rank International JAR 408)
1960 "Heart of a Teenage Girl", Craig Douglas
(Crompton and Jones, Top Rank International 45JAR
296)
1960 "That's What I Thought", Mark Wynter
(Crompton and Jones, Decca 45-F.11279)
1960 "The pitch and the Toss", Nikki Pappas
(Crompton and Jones, Fury Records 45F-1000)
1960 "The Stranger", The Shadows (Crompton and
Jones, Columbia 45-DB 4530)
1960 "This is your Life", Bobby Bennett (Crompton
and Jones, Fontana 45-H.246)
1960 “40!30!40!” Kenneth Earle (Crompton, Jones
and Arthurs Decca F.11205)
1961"Because", 1961 Iain Gregory (Crompton and
Jones, PYE 7N.19397)
1961 "Cover Girl", Michael Cox (Crompton and Jones,
HMV 45-POP 904)
1961 "Dream Girl", Mark Wynter (Crompton and
Jones, Decca Y7053)
1961 "Eclipse", Arthur Greenslade and the Gee-Men
(Crompton and Jones, Decca 45-F 11363)
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1961 "Man in Space", The Vigilantes (Crompton and
Jones, PYE 7N 25082)
1961 "So What", Jonny Kidd and the Pirates
(Crompton and Jones, HMV 45 POP 919)
1961 "Sweet William", The Saints Jazz Band
(Crompton and Jones, Parlophone 45-R 4798)
1961 "Tell you what I'll do", Gerry Temple (Crompton
and Jones, HMV 45-POP 939)
1961 "The best time for love", Mark Wynter
(Crompton and Jones, Decca 45 DR28114)
1961 "Treasure island,", Garry Mills (crompton and
Jones 45-F 11415)
1961 "Web of love", Jonny Angel (Crompton and
Jones, Palophone 45-R 4795
1962 "A letter of love", Joe Brown (Crompton, Jones
and Dun, Decca DFE 8500)
1962 "The Mexican", The Fentones (Morgan Jones and
Arnold Murray, Parlophone 45-R 4899}
1962 "Lost dreams and lonely tears", Dickie Valentine
(Jimmy Duncan and Morgan Jones, Phillips 326583
BF)
1963 "Sea Winds", Leon Young and his String Corale
(Arnold Murray and Morgan Jones, Atco 45-6274}
1963 "John, Paul, Georgeand Ringo", Leon Young and
his String Corale (Crompton and Jones Atco 45-6301)
1964 "John, Paul, George and Ringo", The Bulldogs
(Crompton and Jones, Mercury Records MF 808}
1964 "What do i see", The Bulldogs (Crompton and
Jones Mercury RecordsMF 808)
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1964 "Spanish Armada", The Les Reed Combo (Jones
and Porter, Fontana TF- 455)
 1965 "Gotta Get Away", Van Lenton (Crompton and
Jones, Immediete Record Company IJM 008)
 1965 "You don't care", Van Lenton (Crompton and
Jones, Immediete Record Company IJM 008)
 1965 "Snowbells", Winifred Atwell (Jones and Kent,
Columbia 4-43472)
To hear these tracks go to my tribute website
www.thunderclapjones.co.uk and select from the menu
“YouTube and record labels”
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Newspaper cuttings - Hornsey and Crouch End Journal and
other miscellaneous cuttings
The bar at the Queens photograph – Brian Price
"Cross hand" and "Chess” photographs - Tony Gay
Fred Gillard photograph - Joe Woodward
Entertaining railway workers photograph - reproduced
courtesy of the V&A (from Harry Hammond Photographic
Collection)
"Background Details of Thunderclap Jones” and "Stumbling"
lead sheet - John Bean
Essential Information from the time they worked together
including Morgan's music business services details, and
cuttings - John Allison (of "The Allisons" – 2nd in Eurovision
song Contest 1961 with "Are you sure" and no.1 hit)
Information from when they worked together – Nikki Papas
Geogina Harding for Morgan’s original unpublished scores.
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All those who have sent me emails and YouTube comments
particularly about his performing in the 1970's.
Any other photographs and cuttings where I have not been
able to find the source to credit by name.
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